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ABSTRACT
Automated sentiment analysis has become an active field of
study with a broad applicability. One of the key open re-
search issues lies in dealing with structural aspects of text
when analyzing its conveyed sentiment. Recent work uses
structural aspects of text in order to distinguish important
text segments from less important ones in terms of their
contribution to the overall sentiment. Yet, existing methods
are confined to making coarse-grained distinctions between
text segments based on segments’ rhetorical roles, while not
accounting for the full hierarchical rhetorical structure in
which these roles are defined. We hypothesize that a better
understanding of a text’s conveyed sentiment can be ob-
tained by guiding automated sentiment analysis by the full
rhetorical structure of text. We evaluate our hypothesis in
a sentiment analysis framework based on Rhetorical Struc-
ture Theory, applied at the level of sentences, paragraphs,
and documents. On an English movie review corpus, we
obtain significant classification performance improvements
compared to baselines not accounting for rhetorical struc-
ture, with the best results generated by exploiting a text’s
full sentential rhetorical structure.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing—Linguistic processing ; I.2.7 [Arti-
ficial Intelligence]: Natural Language Processing—Lan-
guage parsing and understanding

General Terms
Algorithms, experimentation, performance
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Sentiment analysis, polarity classification, rhetorical struc-
ture, RST
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1. INTRODUCTION
Popular Web sites like Twitter, Blogger, and Epinions

allow their users to vent opinions on just about anything
through an ever-increasing amount of short messages, blog
posts, or reviews. Automated sentiment analysis techniques
can extract traces of people’s sentiment – i.e., people’s atti-
tude towards certain topics – from such texts [6]. This can
yield competitive advantages for businesses [2], as one fifth
of all tweets [10] and one third of all blog posts [15] discuss
products or brands. Other potential applications for senti-
ment analysis tools lie in identifying the pros and cons of
products [11] and analyzing the political domain [16].

Many commercial sentiment analysis systems mostly rely
on the occurrence of sentiment-carrying words, but more so-
phistication can be introduced in several ways. Among the
open research issues identified by Feldman [6] is the role of
textual structure. Structural aspects may contain valuable
information [19, 24] – sentiment-carrying words in a conclu-
sion may contribute more to a text’s overall sentiment than
sentiment-carrying words in, e.g., background information.

Existing work typically uses structural aspects of text for
distinguishing important text segments from less important
ones in terms of their contribution to a text’s overall senti-
ment, and subsequently weights a segment’s conveyed senti-
ment in accordance with its importance. A segment’s impor-
tance has often been related to its position in a text [19], yet
recent methods make coarse-grained distinctions between
segments based on their rhetorical roles [5, 8, 24] by ap-
plying Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [12].

While the potential of exploiting isolated rhetorical roles
for sentiment analysis has been shown, the full rhetorical
structure in which these roles are defined has thus far been
ignored. Yet, a text segment with a rhetorical role can con-
sist of smaller subordinate segments that are rhetorically re-
lated to one another, thus forming a hierarchical rhetorical
tree structure. Important segments may contain less im-
portant parts. Since accounting for such structural aspects
enables a better understanding of text [14], we hypothesize
that guiding sentiment analysis by a deep analysis of a text’s
rhetorical structure can yield a better understanding of con-
veyed sentiment with respect to an entity of interest.

Our contribution is three-fold. First, as an alternative to
existing, shallow RST-guided sentiment analysis approaches
that typically focus on rhetorical relations in top-level splits
of RST trees, we propose to focus on the leaf nodes of RST
trees or, alternatively, to account for the full RST trees.



Second, we propose a novel RST-based weighting scheme,
which is more refined than existing weighting schemes [8, 24].
Third, rhetorical relations across sentences and paragraphs
can provide useful context for the rhetorical structure of
their subordinate text segments. Therefore, whereas exist-
ing work mostly guides sentiment analysis by sentence-level
analyses of rhetorical structure (if at all), we additionally
incorporate paragraph-level and document-level analyses of
rhetorical structure into the process. We thus account for
rhetorical relations across sentences and paragraphs.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2, we review how rhetorical relations are typically
exploited in automated sentiment analysis. Then, we pro-
pose and evaluate our novel approach to sentiment analysis
guided by a deep analysis of rhetorical structure in Sections 3
and 4, respectively. We conclude in Section 5.

2. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS AND RHETOR-
ICAL RELATIONS

Automated sentiment analysis is related to natural lan-
guage processing, computational linguistics, and text min-
ing. Typical tasks include distinguishing subjective text seg-
ments from objective ones and determining the polarity of
words, sentences, text segments, or documents [18]. We ad-
dress the binary document-level polarity classification task,
dealing with classifying documents as positive or negative.

The state-of-the-art in sentiment analysis has been re-
viewed extensively [6, 18]. Existing methods range from
machine learning methods, exploiting patterns in vector rep-
resentations of text, to lexicon-based methods, accounting
for individual words’ semantic orientation by matching these
words with a sentiment lexicon, listing words and their asso-
ciated sentiment. Lexicon-based methods are typically more
robust across domains and texts [24], and allow for intu-
itively incorporating deep linguistic analyses.

Deep linguistic analysis is a key success factor for senti-
ment analysis systems, as it helps dealing with composition-
ality [21], i.e., the way in which the semantic orientation of
text is determined by the combined semantic orientations of
its constituent phrases. This compositionality can be cap-
tured by accounting for the grammatical [20] or discursive [4,
5, 8, 22, 24] structure of text.

RST [12] is a popular discourse analysis framework. It
splits text into rhetorically related segments that may in
turn be split too, thus yielding a hierarchical rhetorical struc-
ture. Each segment is classified as either a nucleus or a satel-
lite. Nuclei form a text’s core, supported by satellites that
are considered less important. In total, 23 types of relations
exist between RST elements [12]. For example, a satellite
may form an elaboration on or a contrast with a nucleus.

Consider the positive sentence “While always complaining
that he hates this type of movies, John bitterly confessed that
he enjoyed this movie.”, containing mostly negative words.
RST can split this sentence into a hierarchical rhetorical
structure of text segments, shown in Figure 1. The top-level
nucleus contains the core message (“John bitterly confessed
that he enjoyed this movie.”), with a satellite providing back-
ground information. This background satellite consists of a
nucleus (“he hates this type of movies,”) and an attribut-
ing satellite (“While always complaining that”). Similarly,
the core consists of a nucleus (“he enjoyed this movie.”)
and an attributing satellite (“John bitterly confessed that”).

The sentence conveys a positive overall sentiment towards
the movie, due to the way in which the sentiment-carrying
words are used in the sentence – the actual sentiment is
conveyed by the nucleus “he enjoyed this movie.”.

Rhetorical relations have already been used in sentiment
analysis, with some methods [5, 8, 24] relying more strongly
on relations defined in RST than others [4, 22]. In or-
der to identify rhetorical relations in text, the most suc-
cessful works use the Sentence-level PArsing of DiscoursE
(SPADE) tool [23], which creates an RST tree for each
sentence. Another parser is the HIgh-Level Discourse Ana-
lyzer [9] (HILDA), which parses discourse structure at doc-
ument level by means of a greedy bottom-up tree-building
method that uses machine-learning classifiers to iteratively
assign RST relation labels to those (compound) segments of
a document that are most likely to be rhetorically related.
SPADE and HILDA take as input free text – a priori di-
vided into paragraphs and sentences – and produce LISP-
like representations of the text and its rhetorical structure.

Document-level polarity classification has been success-
fully guided by analyses of the most relevant text segments,
as identified by differentiating between top-level nuclei and
satellites in sentence-level RST trees [24]. Another, more
elaborate method of utilizing RST in sentiment analysis ac-
counts for the different types of relations between nuclei and
satellites [8], which yields improvements over distinguishing
nuclei from satellites only [5, 8].

3. POLARITY CLASSIFICATION GUIDED
BY RHETORICAL STRUCTURE

Existing methods do not use RST to its full extent, yet
typically focus on top-level splits of sentence-level RST trees
and thus employ a rather shallow, coarse-grained analysis.
However, rhetorical relations are defined within a hierar-
chical structure, modeled by RST trees. Nuclei may, e.g.,
contain less important satellites, which should be treated as
such. Therefore, we propose to guide polarity classification
by a deep analysis of a text’s hierarchical rhetorical struc-
ture rather than its isolated rhetorical relations. We account
for rhetorical relations within and across sentences by allow-
ing not only for sentence-level, but also paragraph-level and
document-level analyses of rhetorical structure.

3.1 Fine-Grained Analysis
Figure 1 illustrates the potential of RST-guided polarity

classification. Based on the sentiment-carrying words alone,
our example sentence can best be classified as negative (see
Figure 1(a)). Accounting for the rhetorical roles of text seg-
ments as identified by the RST tree’s top-level split enables a
more elaborate, but still coarse-grained analysis of the over-
all sentiment (see Figure 1(b)). The top-level nucleus con-
tains as many positive as negative words and may hence be
classified as either positive or negative. The negative words
in the top-level satellite trigger a negative classification of
this segment, which is a potentially irrelevant segment that
should be assigned a lower weight in the analysis.

However, such a coarse-grained analysis does not capture
the nuances of lower-level splits of an RST tree. For in-
stance, the top-level nucleus of our example consists of two
segments, one of which is the sentence’s actual core (“he en-
joyed this movie.”), whereas the other is less relevant and
should therefore be assigned a lower weight in the analysis.
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(a) Accounting for sentiment-carrying words only.
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(b) Accounting for rhetorical roles as identified by the RST tree’s top-level split.
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(c) Accounting for the rhetorical roles of the leaf nodes of the RST tree.
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(d) Accounting for the full, hierarchical rhetorical structure.

Figure 1: Interpretations of a positive RST-structured sentence, consisting of nuclei – marked with vertical
lines – and satellites. Negative words are printed red, in italics, whereas positive words are underlined and
printed green, in italics. Sentiment-carrying words with a relatively high intensity are brighter. Horizontal
lines signal the spans of the RST elements on each level of the hierarchical rhetorical structure. Arrows and
their (capitalized) captions represent the relations of satellite elements to nucleus elements. Text segments
and RST elements that are assigned a relatively low weight in the analysis of the conveyed sentiment are
more transparent than those that receive higher weights.

Accounting for the rhetorical roles of the leaf nodes of an
RST tree rather than the top-level splits can thus enable a
more accurate sentiment analysis (see Figure 1(c)).

Yet, a focus on leaf nodes of RST trees alone does not
account for the text segments’ rhetorical roles being defined
within the context of the rhetorical roles of the segments
that embed them. For instance, the second leaf node in
our example RST tree is a nucleus of a possibly irrelevant
background satellite, whereas the fourth leaf node is the
nucleus of the nucleus and forms the actual core. The full
rhetorical structure should be considered in the analysis in
order to account for this (see Figure 1(d)).

We propose a lexicon-based sentiment analysis framework
that can perform an analysis of the rhetorical structure of a
piece of text at various levels of granularity and that can sub-
sequently use this information for classifying the text’s over-
all polarity. Our framework, visualized in Figure 2, takes
several steps in order to classify the polarity of a document.

3.2 Word-Level Sentiment Scoring
Our method first splits a document into paragraphs, sen-

tences, and words. Then, for each sentence, the Part-of-
Speech (POS) and lemma of each word is determined. The
word sense of each word is subsequently disambiguated using
an unsupervised algorithm that iteratively selects the word
sense with the highest semantic similarity to the word’s con-
text [8]. The sentiment of each word, associated with its par-
ticular combination of POS, lemma, and word sense is then
retrieved from a sentiment lexicon like SentiWordNet [1].

3.3 Rhetorical Structure Processing
In order to guide the polarity classification of a document

d by its rhetorical structure, sentiment scores are computed
for each segment si. Our framework supports several meth-
ods of computing such scores, i.e., a baseline method plus
several RST-based methods that can be applied to sentence-
level, paragraph-level, and document-level RST trees.
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Figure 2: A schematic overview of our sentiment analysis framework. Solid arrows signal the information
flow, whereas dashed arrows indicate a used-by relationship.

3.3.1 Baseline
As a baseline, we consider text segments to be the sen-

tences Sd of document d, with their associated baseline sen-
timent score ζBsi being the weighted sum of the score ζtj of
each word tj and its weight wtj , i.e.,

ζBsi =
∑
tj∈si

(
ζtj · wtj

)
, ∀si ∈ Sd. (1)

3.3.2 Top-Level Rhetorical Structure
Our framework additionally supports the top-level RST-

based method applied in existing work. We refer to this
approach as T. The sentiment score ζTsi of a top-level RST
segment si is defined as the sum of the sentiment ζtj associ-
ated with each word tj in segment si, weighted with a weight
wsi associated with the segment’s rhetorical role, i.e.,

ζTsi =
∑
tj∈si

(
ζtj · wsi

)
, ∀si ∈ Td, (2)

with Td representing all top-level RST nodes in the RST
trees for document d.

3.3.3 Leaf-Level Rhetorical Structure
Another method is our leaf-level RST-based analysis L.

The sentiment score ζLsi of an RST segment si from the leaf
nodes Ld of an RST tree for document d is computed as
the summed sentiment score of its words, weighted for the
segment’s rhetorical role, i.e.,

ζLsi =
∑
tj∈si

(
ζtj · wsi

)
, ∀si ∈ Ld. (3)

3.3.4 Hierarchical Rhetorical Structure
The last supported approach is our method of accounting

for the full path from an RST tree root to a leaf node, such
that the sentiment conveyed by the latter can be weighted
while accounting for its rhetorical context. In our hierarchy-
based sentiment scoring method H, we model the sentiment
score ζHsi of a leaf-level RST segment si as a function of the
sentiment scores of its words and the weights wrn associated
with the rhetorical role of each node rn from the nodes Psi
on the path from the root to the leaf, i.e.,

ζHsi =
∑
tj∈si

ζtj ·

∑rn∈Psi

(
|wrn | · δ−(λrn−1)

)
∑
rn∈Psi

δ−(λrn−1)


·
∏

rn∈Psi

sgn (wrn), ∀si ∈ Ld, δ > 1, (4)

where δ represents a diminishing factor and λrn signals the
level of node rn in the RST tree, with the level of the root
node being 1. For δ > 1, each subsequent level contributes
less than its parent does to the segment’s RST-based weight,
thus preserving the hierarchy of the relations in the path.

3.4 Classifying Document Polarity
The segment-level sentiment scores can be aggregated in

order to determine the overall polarity of a document. The
baseline, top-level, leaf-level, and hierarchy-based sentiment
scores ζBd , ζTd , ζLd , and ζHd for document d are defined as

ζBd =
∑
si∈Sd

ζBsi , (5)

ζTd =
∑
si∈Td

ζTsi , (6)

ζLd =
∑
si∈Ld

ζLsi , (7)

ζHd =
∑
si∈Ld

ζHsi . (8)

The resulting document-level sentiment scores can be used
to classify document d’s polarity cd as negative (−1) or pos-
itive (1), following

cd =

{
−1 if (ζd − ε) < 0,
1 else.

(9)

Here, ε represents an offset that corrects a possible bias in
the sentiment scores caused by people’s tendency to write
negative reviews with rather positive words [24], i.e.,

ε = 0.5

(∑
d∈Φ ζd

|Φ| +

∑
d∈N ζd

|N |

)
, (10)

with Φ and N denoting the respective subsets of positive
and negative documents in a training set.



3.5 Weighting Schemes
We consider six different weighting schemes. Two serve as

baselines and are applicable to the baseline sentiment scoring
approach as defined in (1) and (5). The other schemes apply
to our RST-based approaches as defined in (2) and (6), in (3)
and (7), and in (4) and (8).

Our Baseline scheme serves as an absolute baseline and
assigns each word a weight of 1 – structural aspects are not
accounted for. A second baseline is a position-based scheme.
In this Position scheme, word weights are uniformly dis-
tributed and range from 0 for the first word to 1 for the last
word of a text, as an author’s views are more likely to be
summarized near the end of a text [19].

The first RST-based scheme (I) assigns a weight of 1 to
nuclei and a weight of 0 to satellites [24]. The second RST-
based scheme (II) matches the second set of weights for nu-
clei and satellites used by Taboada et al. [24], i.e., 1.5 and
0.5, respectively. In both schemes I and II, we set the dimin-
ishing factor δ for the H method to 2, such that each level in
a tree is at least as important as all of its subsequent levels
combined, thus enforcing a strict hierarchy.

Another RST-specific scheme is the extended scheme X,
in which we differentiate satellite weights by their RST re-
lation type [8]. Additionally, we propose a novel extension
of X, i.e., the full weighting scheme F, in which we not only
differentiate satellite weights, but also nucleus weights by
their RST relation type. For both X and F, the weights and
the diminishing factor δ can be optimized.

4. EVALUATION
The variants of our polarity classification approach guided

by structural aspects of text are evaluated by means of a set
of experiments. We focus on a widely used collection of 1,000
positive and 1,000 negative English movie reviews [17].

4.1 Experimental Setup
In the Java implementation of our framework, we de-

tect paragraphs using the <P> and </P> tags in the HTML
files. For sentence splitting, we rely on the preprocessed re-
views [17]. The Stanford Tokenizer [13] is used for word seg-
mentation. For POS tagging and lemmatization, we use the
OpenNLP [3] POS tagger and the JWNL API [25], respec-
tively. We link word senses to WordNet [7], thus enabling the
retrieval of their sentiment scores from SentiWordNet [1] by
subtracting the associated negativity scores from the pos-
itivity scores. This yields real numbers ranging from −1
(negative) to 1 (positive). In the final aggregation of word
scores, each word is assigned a weight by means of one of our
methods (detailed in Table 1), most of which are RST-based.

We evaluate our methods on the accuracy, precision, re-
call, and F1-score on positive and negative documents, and
the overall accuracy and macro-level F1-score. We assess the
statistical significance of performance differences by means
of paired, one-sided t-tests, comparing methods against one
another in terms of their mean performance measures over
all ten folds, under the null hypothesis that the mean per-
formance of a method is less than or equal to the mean
performance of another method.

We apply ten-fold cross-validation. For each fold, we op-
timize the offsets, the weights, and the diminishing factor δ
for weighting schemes X and F using particle swarm opti-
mization [5], with particles searching a solution space, where

Table 1: Characteristics of our considered polar-
ity classification approaches, i.e., our baselines, our
SPADE-based sentence-level RST-guided methods,
and our HILDA-based sentence-level, paragraph-
level, and document-level RST-guided methods.

Method Unit RST Weights
Baseline Document None Baseline
Position Document None Position
SPADE.S.T.I Sentence Top-level I
SPADE.S.T.II Sentence Top-level II
SPADE.S.T.X Sentence Top-level X
SPADE.S.T.F Sentence Top-level F
SPADE.S.L.I Sentence Leaf-level I
SPADE.S.L.II Sentence Leaf-level II
SPADE.S.L.X Sentence Leaf-level X
SPADE.S.L.F Sentence Leaf-level F
SPADE.S.H.I Sentence Hierarchical I
SPADE.S.H.II Sentence Hierarchical II
SPADE.S.H.X Sentence Hierarchical X
SPADE.S.H.F Sentence Hierarchical F
HILDA.S.T.I Sentence Top-level I
HILDA.S.T.II Sentence Top-level II
HILDA.S.T.X Sentence Top-level X
HILDA.S.T.F Sentence Top-level F
HILDA.S.L.I Sentence Leaf-level I
HILDA.S.L.II Sentence Leaf-level II
HILDA.S.L.X Sentence Leaf-level X
HILDA.S.L.F Sentence Leaf-level F
HILDA.S.H.I Sentence Hierarchical I
HILDA.S.H.II Sentence Hierarchical II
HILDA.S.H.X Sentence Hierarchical X
HILDA.S.H.F Sentence Hierarchical F
HILDA.P.T.I Paragraph Top-level I
HILDA.P.T.II Paragraph Top-level II
HILDA.P.T.X Paragraph Top-level X
HILDA.P.T.F Paragraph Top-level F
HILDA.P.L.I Paragraph Leaf-level I
HILDA.P.L.II Paragraph Leaf-level II
HILDA.P.L.X Paragraph Leaf-level X
HILDA.P.L.F Paragraph Leaf-level F
HILDA.P.H.I Paragraph Hierarchical I
HILDA.P.H.II Paragraph Hierarchical II
HILDA.P.H.X Paragraph Hierarchical X
HILDA.P.H.F Paragraph Hierarchical F
HILDA.D.T.I Document Top-level I
HILDA.D.T.II Document Top-level II
HILDA.D.T.X Document Top-level X
HILDA.D.T.F Document Top-level F
HILDA.D.L.I Document Leaf-level I
HILDA.D.L.II Document Leaf-level II
HILDA.D.L.X Document Leaf-level X
HILDA.D.L.F Document Leaf-level F
HILDA.D.H.I Document Hierarchical I
HILDA.D.H.II Document Hierarchical II
HILDA.D.H.X Document Hierarchical X
HILDA.D.H.F Document Hierarchical F

their coordinates correspond with the weights and offsets
(between −2 and 2), and the diminishing factor δ (between
1 and 2). The fitness of a particle is its macro-level F1-score
on a training set.



Table 2: Performance measures of our considered baselines, our SPADE-based sentence-level RST-guided
methods, and our HILDA-based sentence-level, paragraph-level, and document-level RST-guided methods,
based on 10-fold cross-validation on the movie review data set. The best performance in each group of
methods is printed in bold for each performance measure.

Positive Negative Overall
Method Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Accuracy F1

Baseline 0.632 0.689 0.659 0.658 0.599 0.627 0.644 0.643
Position 0.637 0.713 0.673 0.674 0.593 0.631 0.653 0.652
SPADE.S.T.I 0.638 0.675 0.656 0.655 0.617 0.635 0.646 0.646
SPADE.S.T.II 0.640 0.688 0.663 0.663 0.613 0.637 0.651 0.650
SPADE.S.T.X 0.693 0.725 0.709 0.712 0.679 0.695 0.702 0.702
SPADE.S.T.F 0.703 0.726 0.715 0.717 0.694 0.705 0.710 0.710
SPADE.S.L.I 0.636 0.702 0.667 0.667 0.598 0.631 0.650 0.649
SPADE.S.L.II 0.640 0.700 0.669 0.669 0.607 0.637 0.654 0.653
SPADE.S.L.X 0.699 0.715 0.707 0.708 0.692 0.700 0.704 0.703
SPADE.S.L.F 0.705 0.731 0.718 0.721 0.694 0.707 0.713 0.712
SPADE.S.H.I 0.647 0.678 0.662 0.662 0.630 0.645 0.654 0.654
SPADE.S.H.II 0.642 0.696 0.668 0.668 0.612 0.639 0.654 0.653
SPADE.S.H.X 0.707 0.723 0.715 0.716 0.700 0.708 0.712 0.711
SPADE.S.H.F 0.710 0.738 0.724 0.727 0.699 0.713 0.719 0.718
HILDA.S.T.I 0.633 0.676 0.654 0.652 0.608 0.629 0.642 0.642
HILDA.S.T.II 0.636 0.686 0.660 0.659 0.607 0.632 0.647 0.646
HILDA.S.T.X 0.692 0.709 0.701 0.702 0.685 0.693 0.697 0.697
HILDA.S.T.F 0.697 0.745 0.720 0.726 0.676 0.700 0.711 0.710
HILDA.S.L.I 0.629 0.685 0.656 0.654 0.596 0.624 0.641 0.640
HILDA.S.L.II 0.636 0.685 0.660 0.659 0.608 0.632 0.647 0.646
HILDA.S.L.X 0.698 0.711 0.705 0.706 0.693 0.699 0.702 0.702
HILDA.S.L.F 0.705 0.732 0.718 0.721 0.693 0.707 0.713 0.712
HILDA.S.H.I 0.634 0.675 0.654 0.653 0.611 0.631 0.643 0.643
HILDA.S.H.II 0.638 0.688 0.662 0.661 0.609 0.634 0.649 0.648
HILDA.S.H.X 0.699 0.693 0.696 0.695 0.701 0.698 0.697 0.697
HILDA.S.H.F 0.699 0.740 0.719 0.724 0.682 0.702 0.711 0.711
HILDA.P.T.I 0.618 0.638 0.628 0.626 0.605 0.615 0.622 0.621
HILDA.P.T.II 0.628 0.674 0.650 0.648 0.600 0.623 0.637 0.637
HILDA.P.T.X 0.681 0.697 0.689 0.690 0.674 0.682 0.686 0.685
HILDA.P.T.F 0.703 0.702 0.702 0.702 0.703 0.703 0.703 0.702
HILDA.P.L.I 0.632 0.684 0.657 0.656 0.602 0.628 0.643 0.642
HILDA.P.L.II 0.633 0.685 0.658 0.657 0.603 0.629 0.644 0.643
HILDA.P.L.X 0.690 0.705 0.697 0.698 0.683 0.691 0.694 0.694
HILDA.P.L.F 0.701 0.720 0.710 0.712 0.693 0.702 0.707 0.706
HILDA.P.H.I 0.583 0.609 0.596 0.591 0.565 0.578 0.587 0.587
HILDA.P.H.II 0.629 0.682 0.655 0.653 0.598 0.624 0.640 0.639
HILDA.P.H.X 0.706 0.683 0.694 0.693 0.716 0.704 0.700 0.699
HILDA.P.H.F 0.713 0.692 0.703 0.701 0.722 0.711 0.707 0.707
HILDA.D.T.I 0.627 0.616 0.621 0.622 0.633 0.628 0.625 0.624
HILDA.D.T.II 0.627 0.650 0.639 0.637 0.614 0.625 0.632 0.632
HILDA.D.T.X 0.682 0.689 0.685 0.686 0.678 0.682 0.684 0.683
HILDA.D.T.F 0.684 0.696 0.690 0.691 0.679 0.685 0.688 0.687
HILDA.D.L.I 0.627 0.679 0.652 0.650 0.596 0.622 0.638 0.637
HILDA.D.L.II 0.631 0.687 0.658 0.656 0.598 0.626 0.643 0.642
HILDA.D.L.X 0.689 0.719 0.704 0.706 0.675 0.690 0.697 0.697
HILDA.D.L.F 0.701 0.727 0.714 0.717 0.690 0.703 0.709 0.708
HILDA.D.H.I 0.580 0.516 0.546 0.564 0.627 0.594 0.572 0.570
HILDA.D.H.II 0.630 0.663 0.646 0.645 0.611 0.627 0.637 0.637
HILDA.D.H.X 0.706 0.696 0.701 0.700 0.710 0.705 0.703 0.703
HILDA.D.H.F 0.707 0.708 0.707 0.707 0.706 0.707 0.707 0.707

4.2 Experimental Results
Our experimental analysis consists of four steps. First,

we compare the performance of our considered methods in
Section 4.2.1. We then analyze the optimized weights and

diminishing factors in Section 4.2.2 and we demonstrate how
documents are typically perceived by distinct methods in
Section 4.2.3. Last, we discuss some caveats for our findings
in Section 4.2.4.



Figure 3: The p-values for the paired, one-sided t-test assessing the null hypothesis of the mean macro-level
F1-scores of the methods in the columns being smaller than or equal to the mean macro-level F1-scores of the
methods in the rows.

4.2.1 Performance
Table 2 presents our methods’ performance, whereas Fig-

ure 3 visualizes the p-values for the macro-level F1-scores
for all combinations of methods, ordered from top to bot-
tom and from left to right in accordance with an initial
ranking from the worst to the best performing methods.
We have sorted the methods based on their weighting scheme
(Baseline, Position, I, II, X, and F), their analysis level
(HILDA.D, HILDA.P, HILDA.S, and SPADE.S), and their
RST analysis method (T, L, and H), respectively. Darker
colors indicate lower p-values, with darker rows and columns
signaling weak and competitive approaches, respectively.
Given a correct ordering, darker colors should be right from
the diagonal, towards the upper right corner of Figure 3.

Three trends can be observed in Table 2 and Figure 3.
First, weighting schemes X and F significantly outperform
the I, II, Baseline, and Position schemes, with F signifi-
cantly outperforming X in most cases. Conversely, schemes
I, II, Baseline, and Position do not exhibit clearly signif-
icant performance differences with respect to one another.

A second trend is that methods guided by document-level
RST trees are typically outperformed by comparable meth-
ods utilizing paragraph-level RST trees. Sentence-level RST
trees yield the best performance. An explanation lies in mis-
classifications of rhetorical relations being potentially more
harmful in larger RST trees – a misclassified relation in one
of the top levels of a document-level RST tree can cause a
misinterpretation of a large part of the document.



We 're back in blade runner territory with this one , 

conceptual artist robert longo 's vision of a william gibson-
inspired future where information is the commodity to kill 
for . Front and center is johnny ( keanu reeves ) , a " 

cyber-courier " who smuggles data via a " wet-wired " 

implant . He 's ready to quit the biz and get a portion of 

his long-term memory restored , but , first , he has to finish 

one last , dangerous job . 
 

The pressing problem in johnny mnemonic is that keanu 

reeves seems to have forgotten how to play an action hero 

since his stint on speed . He 's walking wood in a forest of 

stiffs that includes henry rollins , ice-t , and dina meyer . ( 

dolph lundgren 's street preacher is in an acting category 

all its own . : - ) without a believable performance between 

them , all we can do is sit back and watch the atmosphere , 

which is pretty good in places . The vr sequences are way 

cool , but the physical fx -- such as miniatures and mattes -

- leave a lot to be desired . Watch out for those bad blue-

screens 
 

we would n't mind a minute of johnny mnemonic if the 

action played better . Too bad the debut director is n't 

very strong in this de - partment . His big finale is a sloppy 

, silly mess that runs twenty minutes too long , which is 
way past the time that most of our " wet - wired " 

processors have already shut down . 
 

Bottom line : yatf ( yet another tortured future ) . Skip it . 

(a) Baseline.
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processors have already shut down .  
 

Bottom line : yatf ( yet another tortured future ) . Skip it .  

(b) SPADE.S.T.X.
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(c) SPADE.S.H.F.

Figure 4: Movie review cv817 3675, as processed by various sentiment analysis methods. Negative words are
printed red, in italics, whereas positive words are underlined and printed green, in italics. Sentiment-carrying
words with high intensity are brighter, whereas words carrying less sentiment are darker. Text segments that
are assigned a relatively low weight in the analysis of the conveyed sentiment are more transparent than text
segments with higher weights.

The third trend is that methods applying the hierarchy-
based RST analysis method H typically slightly outperform
comparable approaches that use the leaf-based analysis L
instead, which in turn significantly outperform comparable
approaches that use the top-level RST analysis method T.
Clearly, the deeper analyses L and H yield a significant ad-
vantage over the rather shallow analysis method T.

Some methods stand out in particular. First, HILDA.D.T
and HILDA.P.T are relatively weak, especially when us-
ing weighting schemes I and II. The top-level RST analy-
sis method T is typically too coarse-grained for larger RST
trees, as, e.g., documents are segmented in only two parts
when using document-level RST trees. Other weak methods
are HILDA.D.H.I and HILDA.P.H.I. The combination of
the naive weighting scheme I with a deep, hierarchy-based
analysis of the rhetorical structure of a document or its para-
graphs results in a narrow focus on very specific segments.

Approaches that stand out positively are those applying
the hierarchy-based RST analysis H to sentence-level RST
trees, with weighting schemes X and F, i.e., HILDA.S.H.X,
HILDA.S.H.F, SPADE.S.H.X, and SPADE.S.H.F. These
approaches perform comparably well because they involve
a detailed analysis of rhetorical structure – the analysis is
performed on the smallest considered units (sentences), the
hierarchy of RST trees is accounted for, and the weights are
differentiated per type of rhetorical relation. This confirms
our hypothesis that the sentiment conveyed by a text can be
captured more adequately by incorporating a deep analysis
of the text’s rhetorical structure.

4.2.2 Optimized Weights
The optimized weights for distinct types of nuclei and

satellites, as defined in RST [12], exhibit several patterns.
Nucleus elements are generally rather important in weight-
ing scheme X, with most weights ranging between 0.5 and 1.

The sentiment expressed in elaborating satellites is typically
assigned a similar importance. Contrasting satellites mostly
receive weights around or below 0. Background satellites are
typically assigned relatively low weights as well.

In weighting scheme F, nuclei and satellites in an attribut-
ing relation are typically both assigned weights around 0.5.
Conversely, for background and contrasting relations, satel-
lites are more clearly distinct from nuclei. Background satel-
lites are typically assigned less importance than their asso-
ciated nuclei, with respective weights around 0 and 1. For
contrasting relations, nuclei are mostly assigned weights be-
tween 0.5 and 1, whereas optimized satellite weights are typ-
ically negative.

The optimized values for the diminishing factor δ are typ-
ically around 1.5 and 1.25 for weighting schemes X and F,
respectively. This results in the first 15 (for X) or 30 (for F)
levels of RST trees being accounted for. Interestingly, with
some (document-level) RST trees being over 100 levels deep
in our corpus, the optimized diminishing factors effectively
mostly disregard the lower, most fine-grained parts of RST
trees, thus realizing a balance between the level of detail and
potential noise in the analysis.

4.2.3 Processing a Document
The observed differences in performance of our polarity

classification methods originate in how these methods per-
ceive a document in the sentiment analysis process. Figure 4
demonstrates how the interpretations of a movie review dif-
fer across various methods.

Our software assigns many words in our example a positive
sentiment, whereas fewer words are identified as carrying
negative sentiment. When assigning each part of the review
an equal weight (see Figure 4(a)), this relative abundance
of positive words suggests that the review is rather positive,
whereas it is negative.



Our best performing RST-based baseline, SPADE.S.T.X,
considers only the top-level splits of sentence-level RST trees
and yields a rather coarse-grained segmentation of the sen-
tences, thus leaving little room for nuances (see Figure 4(b)).
Nevertheless, SPADE.S.T.X successfully highlights the con-
clusion and the arguments supporting this conclusion. The
polarity of some positive words is even inverted, as the re-
viewer uses them in a negative way.

SPADE.S.H.F, our best performing approach, yields a
very detailed analysis in which subtle distinctions are made
between small text segments (see Figure 4(c)). These nu-
ances help bringing out the parts of the review that are most
relevant with respect to its overall sentiment. SPADE.S.H.F
ignores most of the irrelevant background information in the
first paragraph and highlights the reviewer’s main concerns
in the second and third paragraphs. Moreover, sentiment
related to the movie’s good aspects is often inverted and
mostly ignored. The overall recommendation is emphasized
in the last paragraph. All in all, it is the incorporation of
the detailed analysis of the review’s rhetorical structure into
the sentiment analysis process that facilitates a better un-
derstanding of the review by our polarity classifier.

4.2.4 Caveats
A failure analysis reveals that some misclassifications of

authors’ sentiment are caused by sarcasm and proverbs oc-
casionally being misinterpreted. Additionally, not all senti-
ment-carrying words are identified by SentiWordNet or cor-
rectly disambiguated. Other challenges are related to the in-
formation content of documents. For instance, some review-
ers tend to mix their opinionated statements with plot de-
tails that contain irrelevant sentiment-carrying words. Ad-
ditionally, some reviewers evaluate a movie by comparing
it with other movies. Such statements require a distinction
between entities and their associated sentiment, as well as
real-world knowledge to be incorporated into the analysis.

Even though our RST-based polarity classification meth-
ods cannot cope particularly well with the specific phenom-
ena mentioned above, they significantly outperform our non-
RST baselines. However, these improvements come at a cost
of processing time being increased with about a factor 10.
The bottleneck here is formed by the RST parsers, rather
than the application of our weighting schemes.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that sentiment analysis can bene-

fit from a deep analysis of a text’s rhetorical structure, en-
abling the distinction between important text segments and
less important ones in terms of their contribution to a text’s
overall sentiment. This is a significant step forward with
respect to existing work, which is limited to guiding senti-
ment analysis by shallow analyses of rhetorical relations in
(mostly sentence-level) rhetorical structure trees.

Our contribution is three-fold. First, our novel polarity
classification methods guided by deep leaf-level or hierarchy-
based RST analyses significantly outperform existing ap-
proaches that are guided by shallow RST analyses, or by
no RST-based analyses at all. Second, the novel RST-based
weighting scheme in which we differentiate the weights of
nuclei and satellites by their RST relation type significantly
outperforms existing schemes. Third, we have compared
the performance of polarity classification approaches guided
by sentence-level, paragraph-level, and document-level RST

trees, thus revealing that RST-based polarity classification
works best when focusing on RST trees of smaller units of
a text, such as sentences.

In future work, we aim to investigate the applicability
of other, possibly more scalable methods for exploiting (dis-
course) structure of text in sentiment analysis. Additionally,
we plan to validate our findings on other corpora, covering
other domains or other types of text.
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